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	Hacking: How to Hack Computers, Basic Security and Penetration Testing, 9781516824373 (1516824377), CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2015

	
		Is hacking what you want to learn? Always wondered how one becomes a hacker? Does it interest you how hackers never seem to get caught?

	
		Download Hacking to discover everything you need to know about hacking.

	
		Step by step to increase your hacking skill set. Learn how to penetrate computer systems. All your basic knowledge in one download!

	
		You need to get it now to know whats inside as it cant be shared here!

	Purchase Hacking TODAY!Hurry!! Scroll to the top and select the "BUY" button for instant download.
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Advances in the Sign Language Development of Deaf Children (Perspectives on Deafness)Oxford University Press, 2005
A colleague of ours once remarked (paraphrasing to protect the innocent): ‘‘Isn’t it amazing how we can all know so much about this and still know so little?’’ Even if the comment was not quite as profound as it might appear, in this context, it is dead on. This volume came about because we felt that this is one of the...

		

The Oracle Hacker's Handbook: Hacking and Defending OracleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
 
Knowledge is power, and the power can be yours   

   While Oracle continues to improve the security features of its product, it still has a long way to go. David Litchfield has devoted years to relentlessly searching out the flaws in this ubiquitous database system and creating defenses against them. Now he offers you...


		

Foundation XML for FlashFriends of Ed, 2005
XML is a completely platform agnostic data medium. Flash is able to make use of XML data, which is very useful when you are creating Rich Internet Applications – it allows you to populate Flash web interfaces with data from pretty much any source that supports XML as a data medium, be it databases, raw XML files, or more excitingly, .Net...





	

Microsoft SQL Server 2008 MDX Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2009

	
		Teach yourself the Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) query language?one step at a time. With this practical, learn-by-doing tutorial, you’ll build the core techniques for using MDX with Analysis Services to deliver high-performance business intelligence solutions.

	
		Discover how to:

		
			Construct...




		

Hybrid Electric Vehicle System Modeling and Control (Automotive Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	This new edition includes approximately 30% new materials covering the following information that has been added to this important work:


	- extends the contents on Li-ion batteries detailing the positive and negative electrodes and characteristics and other components including binder, electrolyte, separator and foils, and the...


		

EJB Design Patterns: Advanced Patterns, Processes, and IdiomsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
A lot of programming involves solving the same kinds of basic problems. Well, what if a community of experts got together and pooled their knowledge to come up with the best programming practices for solving these problems? You would have what are known as design patterns.
   Author Floyd Marinescu, a leading expert on EJB, worked with the...
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